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WHO WE ARE
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics at the University of Hous-
ton (AIAA-UH) is a nonprofit, professional engineering organization dedicated 
to expanding the presence of aerospace engineering on the UH campus. We are 
currently the only student organization that represents the field of aerospace at 
our university.

We accomplish our goal by:

FOSTERING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Our organization provides members with professional connections and technical 
experience that gives them a leg up on other graduates entering the aerospace 
field. Our resume critique and recruiting events assist both underclassmen who 
are applying for engineering and scientific internships for the first time, as well 
as upperclassmen who are preparing for the next steps after graduation. Our 
networking and social events also build bonds between students, alumni, and 
professionals. 

DEVELOPING ELITE ENGINEERING TEAMS
AIAA-UH hosts two competitive engineering teams which work in the area of 
aeronautics. These teams provide the opportunity for members to contribute 
to a complex engineering project before entering the workforce in addition 
to increasing their technical skill. Our teams are held to high standards, which 
resulted in our high powered rocketry team earning the highest rank out of any 
team from the state of Texas at their annual competition in 2019. 

HOSTING INDUSTRY GUEST SPEAKERS
Through hosting guest speakers from across the aerospace industry AIAA-UH 
inspires members and helps to answer their questions on the nitty-gritty of what 
it takes to work in aerospace. In the past year, we were also thankful to host two 
astronauts who gave their perspective on traveling to space. 

ENGAGING IN COMMUNITY OUTREACH
We have a strong history of engagement with the broader Houston community. 
Annually we contribute volunteers to UH’s Mars Rover Celebration event, encour-
aging local elementary and middle school students to study STEM. We have also 
worked with local high school rocketry projects to inspire the students involved  
to continue their engineering interests in college.



ENGINEERING TEAMS

Space City Rocketry is AIAA-UH’s flagship en-
gineering team. The group designs, builds, and 
launches high powered rockets to compete at 
the Spaceport America Cup held annually in Las 
Cruces, New Mexico.

Space City Rocketry competed for the first time in 
2018 with Prometheus, a 6-inch diameter, 9 foot long 
rocket which achieved an apogee of about 8,000ft. 
Prometheus was three years in the making and marked 
the first step forward in AIAA-UH’s entry into the high 
powered rocketry field.

The team returned a year later with Oberon. Oberon 
improved AIAA-UH’s approach to rocketry by the imple-
mentation of the Module Motor Mount (MMM). This sys-
tem removed the need to use epoxy on the rocket and 
allowed for fins to be replaced if damaged, prolonging 
the usability of the body. Oberon placed 28th out of 
over 100 teams in the COTS category at Spaceport, and 
outranked any other group from Texas, including Texas 
A&M, UT, and Rice. 

The team intended to compete again with Oberon at 
the 2020 Spaceport competition with the implementa-
tion of a Student Research and Design (SRAD) analysis 
system, which would gather data on parameters such 
as fin stress, engine temperature, and external pres-
sure. Unfortunately the COVID-19 pandemic caused the 
cancellation of this year’s event.

Space City Rocketry’s next move is to start transitioning 
its focus to developing more SRAD systems, which will 
place the team in a more advanced category. See more 
information on the next page.

Space City Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) 
team is an engineering team formed to compete 
in AIAA’s international collegiate Design/Build/Fly 
(DBF) competition in Wichita, Kansas, with a fixed-
wing, student-made radio controlled plane. 

Space City UAV was formed in 2019 and has made great 
strides in the past year to develop its first UAV from 
scratch. Plankton is a a 5-ft wingspan, 3-ft long radio-
controlled plane that the team created according to the 
2019 DBF rules. The team manufactured Plankton at 
TXRX labs with plans to complete the aircraft at the end 
of the spring 2020 semester. Construction was ahead of 
schedule, however, operations ceased due to COVID-19.

The team will proceed to prove Plankton’s functionality 
in the fall 2019 semester, then move on to creating a 
new plane to fit the new DBF 2020 design rules bet-
ter. The first year of AIAA-UH’s exploration of creating 
fixed-wing aircraft was a success, and the team was able 
to lay the foundation for future members to succeed in 
competition and push new boundaries.

Space City UAV’s efforts for the upcoming year include 
designing and testing a new multifunctional plane that 
can quickly adapt to the changing requirements that 
are presented by AIAA’s DBF competition. The team 
intends to make the new aircraft more modular in com-
parison to Plankton, which will allow them to alter it as 
necessary for different missions and requirements. 



NEW HORIZONS, GOALS

“I actively participated in AIAA-UH networking events and Space City Rocketry because I wanted to 
practice what I learned in class in a tangible project. The biggest takeaway from participating in Space 
City Rocketry was not really engineering the rocket itself, but developing my soft skills, which has 
helped me in the workplace. I can also confidently say I’ve built lasting friendships from this organiza-
tion which I feel will last a lifetime.”

- Sharlyn Tijerina, 2019 graduate and current Structural Analyst for SLS at Boeing

   AIAA-UH’s Space City Rocketry 
has ambitious plans for the up-
coming year and beyond. 
   The team has proved its ability 
to excel using commercial-off-
the-shelf (COTS) components 
for creating their rockets in the 
past. The 2020 competition goal 
was to place within the top 10 
teams in the COTS category of the 
Spaceport America Cup, but un-
fortunately the competition was 
cancelled this year. The group’s 
plans to return to Spaceport in 
2021 with a stronger performance 
than we’ve ever had, and we are 
confident in our ability to rise 
to the challenges presented by 
COVID-19 and keep our members 
safe at the same time. 
   Additionally, starting in fall 2020, 
the team will begin developing an 
almost entirely Student Research 

and Designed (SRAD) rocket. This 
new project will use AIAA-UH’s 
first ever student-developed hy-
brid rocket motor, a student cre-
ated and coded flight computer, 
and a new airframe made from 
carbon fiber fabricated in our lab.
   In spring 2021, the team will fly a 
demo of this SRAD flight comput-
er onboard Oberon and finish the 
Analysis system to prove function-
ality during an actual launch. The 
entire SRAD effort will span two 
years, with the team planning on 
bringing a new rocket to competi-
tion in 2022. The team also plans 
to begin competing in the Base 11 
Space Challenge, a competition to 
send a single-stage liquid propel-
lant rocket to the Karmen line, by 
2024. 

IN-HOUSE ROCKET SCIENCE UAV TEAM’S NEXT 
GIANT LEAP

   In addition to fabricating a 
new plane to fit the requirement 
of the 2020 Design/Build/Fly 
competition, Space City UAV also 
plans to develop a GPS track-
ing system for the aircraft and 
incorporate a live video feed. Ad-
ditionally, the team is pursuing 
the development of an inter-
changeable avionics system and 
Student Research and Develop 
(SRAD) telemetry system that 
will be able to report the plane’s 
status and performance to a 
ground station below. 
   The team will also be invest-
ing in a recruiting effort to 
grow the team’s foundation and 
spread awareness of the project 
throughout UH so that their 
performance at DBF in 2022 is as 
strong as it can be.



DOING THE MATH
Who exactly is AIAA-UH reaching, and do our efforts have the intended effect of increasing our mem-
ber’s hireability in the field of aerospace?

“To me, the best thing about being a part of this organization was the unique and exciting networking 
events it hosted. I met my future manager and coworkers at one of the general meetings, and now work 
for a NASA contractor. The work NASA does is extremely detail oriented, and that level of detail requires 
engineers to have excellent teamwork and communication skills. Being a part of AIAA-UH gave me the 
opportunity to develop these skills.

- Daniel Kolodziejcyk, 2020 graduate and current modelling & simulations engineer at Aerodyne Industries

87%
Of AIAA-UH alumni said that being a part 
of the organization helped develop their 

career.

43%
Of current members and alumni got 

engineering internships when part of our 
organization.

20+
The number of active members on the 

Space City Rocketry and UAV engineering 
teams.

at UH

TAKE A LOOK:  PARTNERSHIP WITH JACOBS AEROSPACE
In 2019 AIAA-UH established a relationship with NASA contractor Jacobs Aerospace and invited them to host several recruit-
ing events and discussions for our members. These events were some of the most popular out of the entire year and resulted in 
students being exposed to intereship and full-time position opportunities with Jacobs. Partnerships like these are advantageous 
to both AIAA-UH and your company. We can assist our members in finding jobs in aerospace, and as a result, your company gets 
direct access to candidates who meet and exceed the skill requirements sought out in the aerospace industry.

    The number 
       of students 
   pursuing STEM 
         degrees at UH



WHY CONTRIBUTE NOW
Contributing to AIAA-UH is a decision that will benefit both the future 
leaders of the aerospace industry as well as your company. Here’s why. 

DEVELOPING TECHNICAL SKILLS YOUR COMPANY NEEDS
   Members of AIAA-UH are the future leaders, pioneers, and problem-solvers 
of the aerospace industry. Their interest in the organization and dedication 
to our engineering teams prove that their aspirations go above and beyond 
the average newly-graduated job applicant. 
   By investing in these students, you assist them with gaining valuable tech-
nical experience reflecting what your company looks for when recruiting. 
Our projects allow members to apply what they’ve learned in the classroom 
to real-life engineering tasks and measures their abilities, not in a grade, but 
in the success of the project at our competitions. AIAA-UH’s professional 
development efforts also allow members to practice the soft skills needed 
for their careers, commonly overlooked in an engineering classroom. 

PRIORITY RECRUITING OPPORTUNITIES LONG TERM
   Establishing a long term partnership between your company and AIAA-UH 
will create a pipeline of high-quality applicants to positions at your com-
pany from our organization.
   AIAA-UH offers our sponsors the opportunity to host recruiting events that 
are exclusive to our members. This strategy lead to several members finding 
internships or full time positions from the companies we partnered with in 
the past. Investing in our organization will provide your company with the 
same opportunity and grow your company’s influence with the next genera-
tion of aerospace engineers. 

SUPPORTING LOCAL ENGINEERS IN THE HOUSTON AREA
   Historically, AIAA-UH’s engineering teams have been underfunded in com-
parison to other collegiate teams from Texas who participate in the compe-
titions we attend. UH has often been overlooked, which, in addition to the 
recency of our organization’s establishment, has hindered our ability to gain 
recognition for our efforts. However, the successes of our alumni, who cur-
rently work for companies such as Boeing, ULA, Northrup Grumman, NASA, 
Raytheon, and more, demonstrates the aptitude of our members. Lastly, our 
rocketry team had a stronger performance than any other team from Texas 
at our competition, showing that our engineers are some of the highest 
quality in the state.
   According to a survey of our members, about 75% of our members are 
originally from the Houston area. This means that once they graduate, they 
are more likely to apply to local companies. Investing in our members will 
strengthen the reputation of Houston’s largest public university in addition 
to growing local talent.



THANK YOU.
Please reach out to us at any time if you have 

questions. We look forward to our partnership with 
your company.

2020-2021 Officer Team

Kelly Graham, President
klgraham@uh.edu

Andrew Dougherty, Vice President
aldougherty@uh.edu
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jeayala2@uh.edu

Christian Emanis, Secretary
cjemanis@uh.edu

Omar Aly, Event Coordinator, osaly@uh.edu
Fabio Andrean, Historian, faandrean@uh.edu

Caleb Ballard, Public Relations, cjballard@uh.edu
Harry Espiloy, Program Manager, hespiloy@uh.edu

Emily Humble, Webmaster, erhumble@uh.edu
Chloe Tovar, Outreach Coordinator, ctovar4@uh.edu

Space City Rocketry

Emily Humble, Project Manager
erhumble@uh.edu

Alex Blick, Chief Engineer
alblick@uh.edu

Space City UAV

Jordan Palmer, Project Manager
jmpalmer3@uh.edu

Andrew Hilburn, Chief Engineer
ajhilburn@uh.edu
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